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POLICY ISSUE
October 9, 1990 (Notation Vote)

SECY-90-350
For: The .inmissioners

From:- James M. Taylor
Executive Director for Operations

Subject:
STATUS OF AND REMAINING ACTIONS FOR CLEANUP OF THREE MILE ISLANDNUCLEARSTATION, UNIT 2(TMI-2) s

,

Purpose: To provide the Commission with an update on the status of the
THI-2 cleanup and the remaining staff actions Additionally, to
request Commission approval of the staff's proposal to offer an
o)portunity for a prior hearing on a license amendment request
that would allow for long term stora
Defueling Monitored Storage or PDMS)ge of the facility (Post-

.

Discussion:- Status

On January 30, 1990, almost 11 years after the TMI accident,
GPU Nuclear Corporation (the licensee or GPUN) completed defuel-
ing of TMI-2. A detailed account of the current status of the
cleanup is provided in Enclosure 1.

s

The licensee has determined that more than 99 percent of the
core debris has been removed from the reactor vessel. The
vessel has received a final flushing and brush-down, and the
licensee has removed all remaining accessible fuel. On
April 12, 1990, the licensee estimated that less than 850 kg of
fuel remains at the facility. The licensee has completed an
extensive video examination of the vessel and accessible areas
of the reactor coolant system documenting the extent of fuel
removal. Ex-vessel defueling has been completed. Decontamina-
tion efforts over the past year have been limited to maintaining
the radiological conditions at the facility and minimizingoccupational exposure.

Completion of Current Cleanup Effort

On February 22, 1990, the licensee submitted revision 5 to the
Defueling Completion Report providing documentation of the
completion of cleanup. The staff conducted a review to
deten..Ine if the facility was sufficiently defuelea. The staff| evaluated the licensee's position that the facility was

| defueled to the extent that is reasonably achievable and that a
i

criticality event is precluded. )
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The results of the staff's review is contained in Enclosure 2.
On April' 26,1990, the staff' notified _the licensee that it had-
satisfied the conditions forfthe cessation of defueling *

activities. 1his determination allowed the licensee to
transition from Mode 1-through Mode 2.to Mode 2. Since the_
accident the staff and licensee have amended the 1MI 2 technical--

i

specifications (TS) to reflect the safety significance of the t

- facility as the cleanup progressed. . Oncr the-licensee
demonstrated that defueling was completed and the possibility of
a criticality was precluded-the facility entered Mode 2 on
April 26, 1990.

Upon transition to Mode 2 there was a substantial reduction
in TS-requirements, includ'1g the deletion of the requirement
to man the' control room with licensed. operators.

-Transition to Mode 3' occurred on April 27, 1990 after tht staff
^

verified-that.the licensee had shipped all fuel removed from
.the facility _from the TMI-2 site.

Once defueling was complete, the licensee' began the final phase -

of. the current cleanup--readying the facility for long-term
storage. Work-scheduled for 1990 includes residual fuel - ,

'

measurements, preparation for and removal of water from the
reactor coolant system and reactor vessel,.and: evaporation of
accident / generated water (AGW). . Work will continue through 1991

.

'

on additional decontamination to meet target goals and removal of
low-level wastes. The licensee plans to have the facility ready Jfor PDMS by December 1992. A schedule for remaining activitiesis provided in Enclosure 3.-

Post-Defueling' Monitored Storage (PDMS)1 ,

On August 16, 1988, the licensee submitted a ' request-for/a
.

license amendment'that would' allow for long-term sto. rage of the,

facility)(termed Post-Defueling. Monitored Storage or'PDMS by the'
,

licensee once.the plant' reached a safe and stab V condition.-
Although the licensee proposed that the amended. facility = license
be-a " possession only" license, the licensee has not expressly-

stated its intention to permanently cease o)eration or to decom--
mission the plant. It is GPUN's position t1at, since it'has not
~ declared the permanent cessation of operations at TMI-2,. the reg-
'ulations pertaining to decomissioning are not applicable at this 4

time. ;However, the licensee was. required to submit a decomis -
sioning. funding' plan .as required by 50.75(b) and 50.33(k)(2).

The August'16, 1988 amendment request would further reduce the

TS requirements consistent with the requirements for long heterm
storage. Enclosure 4 provides additional information on t
licensee's proposal and the staff actions necessary to respond
to the licensee's request.

J
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The licensee plans to place the facility in PDMS until THI-1
is ready for decommissioning. At that time, the licensee plans
to decomission both Unit I and Unit 2 simultaneously.

In August 1989, the staff issued Final Supplement 3 to the
Prog *amatic Environmental-Impact Statement (PEIS) evaluating
the impact of PDMS. The staff is currently preparing a safety
evaluationreport(SER)onPDMS. PEIS Supplement 3 and the
staff?s SER will form the basis of the staff's position on the
acceptability of PDMS.

'

The'_ staff proposes that an opportunity for a prior hearing
should be offered on the licensee's PDMS license amendmentreques' The PDMS license amendment review.is a detailed
technical review principally involving the assessment of plant
operating systems that will be necessary for the storage period.
Much of the review is being performed under contract with
Pacific Northwest Laboratories. The Comission held a prior
hearing on the licensee's proposal to_ dispose of the accident
nenerated water by evaporation. There was considerable public
lni.erest and involvement in-the hearing. The licensee's current

'

'

)roposal to suspend further cleanup of the facility is considered
ay'the public as a much bigger issue. Furthermore the Comon- '

wealth of Pennsylvania is taking a much more active role in the
PDMS review than .it did in the ;ccident generated water disposalissue.-

Although no formal. vote has been taken by the citizens Advisory
Panel for the Decontamination of TMI-2, informal discussions ,

with a number of members has-revealed an expectation that a
prior hearing would be held. If the staff announced that a
hearing would not be_of/ered prior to issuance of the PDMS
amendment the Panel would likely vote overwhelmingly in favor of
a prior hearing and insist that the Comission order a hearing -. prior to the staff's actions.

, ,

The licensee. fully expects a prior hearing on this issue. The
licensee has scheduled.the remainder of the cleanup to coincide-
with a hypothetical schedule of a prior hearing. There would be
little economic or schedular penalty to the licensee of a prior -
hearing versus a post issuance hearing.. The TMI-2 Technical
Specifications have been extensively modified since the accident
to closely approximate those requested by the licensee for PDMS.

Based on the complexity of the technical issues associated with
long term storage, the level of public and Comonwealth of
-Pennsylvania interest, and the lack of significant economic or
schedular hardship on the licensee the staff recomends that an
the opportunity for a prior hearing be offered on the PDMS
license amendment request. If a hearing is required on this
issue, it is estimated that the proceeding will take approximately

-

24 months. An Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel decision
on PDMS would not be expected until late 1992.

., _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - -
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The staff finds the licensee's application sufficiently complete
o

t

at this-time to go forward with issuance of the notice and theA SER in-the next couple of months.

-Financial information,

p
.

,

As of the end of- 1989, the licensee had spent $966 million.on
. the cleanup. The licensee's budget for calendar year (CY) 1990-
f is'$16'.8 million. After the plant enters PDMS, the licensee

expects to spend approximately $3 million to $5 million per
year.

"

The licensee has stated that it will probably decommission
TM1-2 along with;TMI-1 when TMI-l's operating license expires.

- Under the current decomissioning rule, as long as the. licensee
. maintains TMI-2 in a safe,. stable configuration, additional
cleanup before actual physical decomissioning would not be
required. Therefore, additional cleanup at the conclusion of-
PDMS and before decomissioning would probably not occur unless
it could be demonstrated that there is so,ae health or safety

>

reason requiring the additional decontamination that would
offset the. exposure necessary to accomplish the decontamination.

On| July 26, 1990, the licensee submitted its decomissioning
- funding plan. ' According .to this plan, the . licensee will escrow ' i.$196 million'for THI-2 radiological decontamination. The
. licensee plans to have the full amount assembled at the time the
TMI-1 license expires (April 19,.2014). The basis for the
licensee's position is that.it has not-declared the permanent
cessation of operations at TMI-2. The licensee asserts that '

such a declaration is'a-necessary prerequisite for the submittal
of decomissioning plans and the need to fully fund-its decomis- ;

-sioning. fund account before the expiration date of its operating
' license-(November 4,2009). . In its' July 26, 1990 submittal, "

the licensee stated that it did not requirt, an exemp, tion to be
allowed until;the end of the THI-1 operation to assemble the '

required funds because of the uniqt.e post-accident circumstances
at TMI-2. Notwithstanding the licensee's proposal, the staff -

ihas developed an alternative position'on the issue of when funds-

- must be available for decomissioning-for facilities that
prematurely cease operation. This position will be forwarded
to the Comission in a forthcoming Comission Paper.

- . .. - . . - , .. ..
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TMI-2 Advisory Panel-
,

: The Advisory Panel for the Decontamination of TMI-2 last met on
March 14. 1990. The panel discussed several topics including
whether it is necessary to cont.inue meeting now that defueling

,

is completed.- Several panel members-expressed interest in
-continuing to meet, although less frequently and perhaps with
fewer-panel members.

|At the March 14, 1990 meeting, the panel decided to meet again -

-in the fall and continue discussions on the continuance
'of the panel. 'Other topics planned for discussion at the proposed
October 1990 meeting are disposal of the AGW (evaporator operat-

.ing' experience),- the_ licensee's decomissioning funding plan, the
staff's-_PDMS SER, and the future role of the Advisory Panel, i

The staff recomends-that the Advisory Panel meet with the
Comission-sometime this fall to discuss the panel's activities
since the last meeting with the Comission on October 25, 1988,

-and to discuss the future of the panel.

Disposal Of Accident-Generated Water

:On September 11,.1989, the staff granted an amendment to the
THI-2 license removing the prohibition to evaporate the. accident-
generated water (AGW). This amendment was issued after a
lengthy hearing proceeding. On January 19,1990, the Atomic
Safety and Licensing. Appeal Board affirmed the Atomic Safety and

. Licensing Board's decision. The licensee'has installed the.

evaporator.on site.and_has begun surrogate testing with water
.containing boron-and sodium to test ~the complete 3erformance of

-

.

the system from the evaporation process through.tle processing
of the concentrate'and solids. There have been a number of
equipment breakdowns during testing,-resulting in repairs and
.several minor design modifications. These breakdowns have
' delayed surrogate-testing and caused significant delays in-

readying the evaporator for operation. Intervenors have also
-

challenged the Comonwealth ofs Pennsylvania and the licensee
regarding the issuance of an air quality waiver for evaporation
of the AGW.

:
- ' - - e - - , - - + e e
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Fuel Measurements and Special Nuclear Material (SNM)
4.- Accountability-:

The staff has contracted with -Pacific Northwest Laboratory to>

conduct-independent measurements to determine residual fuela
'

remaining at the TMI-2- facility sometime during the summer of
'

1990. Preliminary measurements of. the Auxiliary and Fuel,

~ Handling Building were-taken in May 1990. The results of the
measurements program will be.needed to support the staff's '1

testimony'at a likely hearing on PDMS and will also form the
basis of a policy statement by the Comission on the conclusion
of the current TMI-2 cleanup effort. ' , '

v. ;

The staff, with contractor support, is also conducting a review
of the basis for the special nuclear material transfer docunents
transferring accountability for the fuel to the U.S. Department of.

'

Energy (DOE).

Lower Head Sampling

The Off1ce of Research's contractor, MPR Associates Inc.,
completed a sampling program of the reactor ~ vessel
lower head (Enclosure 5) ear. lier this year. Prism-shaped:

metallurgica1 samples were removed for analysis.,

Tonclusions: Defueling of_ TMI-2 has taken over 4 years and has not proceeded as
quickly as originally anticipated. Consistent with past Comission
direction,-the-staff has reviewed the reasons for defueling delays
and concludes that the delays are-based on technical considerations
associated with this unique activ.ity and are not a result of either
a lack _of management comitment or _ lack of available funds.

| Additionally, the cleanup has not been delayed as a result of .w NRC staff regulatory activities. Consistent with the comission's
policy of supporting an expeditious cleanup, the Agency's -
licensing and inspection staff has continued to manage its
oversight activities within the licensee's schedules. The staff.-
has also continued to keep the_Comission's Advisory Panel and
the public informed of the progress of-the cleanup,

i

'Although the staff believes that some additional delay in placing
the facility in long-term storage (PDMS) is-likely, the delay
will have little safety significance. Once the-staff determines

H

1
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that-long-term storage of the facility will not jeopardize public
1

health and safety, then the statf is justified in concluding that
the current phase of the cleanup has been accomplished.

Consistent with past practice, the staff will keep the Commission
informed of the progress of the cleanup.-

Recommendation:- The Commission approve the s+eff's recommendation that a
notice for an~ opportunity for a prior hearing on the PDMS
license amendment request be issued by the staff.w

3w W
James M. Taylor
hecutive Director

for Operations
,

Enclosures:
1. Status of the Cleanup of TMI-2
2.- Staff Review of the Completion of Defueling
-3 - Cleanup Schedule for. TMI-2

-. 4 . Post-Defueling Monitored Storage of-_THI-2
5L Lower Head Sampling Program

t

Commissioners' comments or. consent should be provided~directly-
to the. Office.;of the Secretary by COB Wednesday, October 24, 1990.

-Commission Staff Office comments,iif any, should be submitted
to the Commissioners NLT. Wednesday, October 17, 1990, with an

-information-copyato the-Office:of the Secretary._ If the paper
.

'''

-is of such :a'. nature that -it requires additional time-.for-

"

: analytical review and comment, the Commissioners and the
. T

iSecretariht-should be apprised of when comments may be expected.
.. .,

' DISTRIBUTION:
Commissioners

-OGC~
?CIG~ ,

GPA
REGION I '

EDO-
-ACRS
ACNW '

ASLBP
' ASLAP

-MECY,

- . , =-. _.. _ . - . _ . _
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Enclosure 1

Status of the Cleanup of Three Mile Island Unit 2

Plant stabilization of and cleanup efforts on the Three Mile Island Nuclear
Station, Unit 2 (TMI-2), began immediately after the accident March 29, 1979.
In|the succeeding 11 years, the GPU Nuclear Corporation (the licensee) has made
substantial progress in placing the facility in a safe, stable _ condition that.
poses little or no threat to the public health and safety. The following discus-
sion on the status-of the cleanup will describe the defueling of the reactor
vessel; the defueling of the remainder or the primary system (ex-vessel defueling);
the_ decontamination of the reactor and auxiliary and fuel-handling buildings;

.the- fuel cask shipments; and the disposal of the accident generated water
.(AGW). During these activities, approximately 99 percent of the original core
mass was removed.

Defueling of the Reactor Vessel
,

Defueling.of_the reactor _ vessel,is essentially complete. On December 16, 1989,
' following completion of pick-and place defueling and vacuum defueling of the-
=1ower head,' the licensee declared the_ end of bulk defueling. .All areas of the
reactor vessel had been defueled at least once. Some of the defueling operations
(the pick-and place defueling and air lifting) redistributed fines on horizontal
surfaces and small debris into crevice-shaped areas.

After: completing bulk defueling, the licensee began a " flush-and-brush" process
and final-vacuuming to remove this redistributed material. On January 30, 1990,
the licensee completed the flush-and-brush process, final vacuuming, and a i

video confirmation of the defueling.

During February 1990, the metallurgical sampling program was completed.
Following this ' activity, the defueling crews performed a final series of pick- !and place defueling, vacuuming and confirmatory, video examinations. On

,

March 20, 1990, the crews transferred the last canisters of-core debris to the
fuel handling building.

During.the' cleanup, these crews removed a total of approximately 308,000 pounds.

of core debris from TMI-2. The-308,000 pound mass included the mass.of the core,
structural,'and absorber. materials; the mass added by the oxidation of the core and
structural _ materials; and the portions'of baffle plates, formers, and other
components that had commingled with core debris during defueling operations.

The_ total quanti _ty of residual fuel (00 ) estimated remaining in the reactor7vessel after the c'onclusion_of.defueling is 609 Kg.

Ex-vessel Defuelina

Cleanup crews have completed fuel removal from the ex-vessel portions of the
. reactor coolant system (RCS). ~These areas include the once-through steam
generators (OTSGs), the pressurizer, the RCS hot legs, the decay heat drop
line, and the core flood penetrations.

. ..- . , -- .. . . ~. - - .
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'The total quantity of residual fuel (00,) estimated remaining after the conclu-
sion of defueling in the reactor coolant system (excluding the reactor vessel)
is less than 133kg; the residual fuel in the reactor building (excluding the

-

>

reactor coolant system) is less than 75kg; and the residual fuel in the auxiliary
and fuel handling building is less than 17kg.

Fuel Cask Shipments

Core debris were removed from the reactor vessel in canisters, placed into fuel
shipping casks, and shipped by rail to the Idaho National Engineeringa

Laboratory. The final shipment was made on April 15, 1990.

Building Decontamination

From early December 1988 until the end of defueling, the licensee focused its
efforts on the completion and support of defueling. Decontamination activities
were limited.to support-defueling, and to maintain access to and operability of
plant systems. Decontamination and building cleanup activities required to
place the facility in post-defueling monitored storage have resumed following
the completion of defueling.

Disposal of Accident-Generated Water

On September 11, 1989, the staff of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) issued a license amendment removing the prohibition on disposal of the
AGW by use of an evaporator system. The staff issued this license amendment
afte* a 2 year. review of.the licensee's proposal that included a public hearing
before an NRC Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel. The licensee has been
testing the. evaporator system with non-radioactive surrogate solutions. The
testing has proceeded slowly because of equipment failures and the time spent
by the licensee on equipment upgrades and modifications to improve the long-term
reliability of the system. The licensee has completed testing and will likely-

initiate evaporation of the AGW in September 1990.

.

i
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Enclosure 2

Staff. Review of-the. Completion.of Defueling

Since the accident, the staff of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
and GPU Nuclear Corporation (GpVN; the licensee) have amended the Technical

i
, Specifications to reflect the continuing decrease in safety significance of the
facility as the cleanup progressed. On May 27, 1988,_the staff issued License
Amendment 30~that allowed the licensee to transition through a series of modes as
-specific milestones in the cleanup were achieved. As the-cleanup progressed,_
-the-licensee could transition to the next, less restrictive mode. With the
transition to each mode, this amendment would reduce the technical specification
requirements commensurate with the increase in safety. When Amendment 30
was first. issued, the licensee was to begin in Mode 1, and end with Mode 3 after
completing defueling and shipping all the fuel. Transitioning to Mode 2 and '

Mode 3 was on specific cleanup criteria specified in the Technical. Specifications.
'The'li_censee was-required to document their defueling performance and provide
the justification in the Defueling Completion Report that the specific criteria
were met and that they-could progress to Mode 2. The staff had 60' days to
review the' licensee's submittal before the licensee passed to the next mode.-

.Section 1.3 and Table 1.1 of the Technical Specifications require the following-

.-three conditions for the licensee to move from Mode 1 to Mode 2:

a. The Reactor Vessel and Reactor Coolant System are defueled to the
extent reasonably achievable.

1b. .The possibility of criticality in the Reactor Buildine is precluded.
c. -There are no canisters containing core material in the Reactor-

Building.

- On February 22, 1990, the licensee submitted the Defueling Completion Report,-

Revision 5,. documenting the completion of-the defueling effort. This report-

was supplemented on' April 12, 1990.

In 'a memorandum 'do J. Stolz of April 26, 1990 (Attachment 1), the staff concluded
that the facility.has been defueled to the extent _ reasonably- achievable. Under
contract with NRR, Pacific Northwest Laboratories concluded in a-letter to.
M. Masnik, NRC, on April 13, 1990 (Attachment 2) that there is no potential-for-

,

'

criticality-.in the fuel remaining in the THI-2 facility during either _ normal or
accident conditions. On April 26, 1990, the staff issued a memorandum to
J. Stolz. NRC,-(Attachment 3) verifying that no canisters -containing core mate-

Lrial remained in the reactor building, thereby satisfying all three conditions
for the transition from Mode I to Mode 2.

The April 26, 1990, memorandum (Attachment 3) from the staff to J. Stolz, also
; verified that no canisters containing core material are stored at the TMI-2.

,

site. This fulfilled the requirement for the transition from Mode 2 to Mode 3.

:On April 26, 1990, the staff issued a letter to M. Roche, GPUN, stating that the
staff had no objection to the licensee transitioning from Mode 1 to Mode 2 on

.

April =26, 1990, and from Mode 2 to Mode 3 on April 27, 1990.

Attachments:
1. Memo to Stolz 4/26/90
2. Ltr to M. Masnik 4/13/90
3. ' Memo to Stolz 4/26/90

, --
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/ g UNITED STATES!^.- ,.7 .g. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
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* \ v'" t.&g, WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555
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% April 26, 1990

Docket No. 50-320

MEMORANDUM FOR: John F. Stolz, Director i

Project Directorate I-4
Division of Reactor Projects - I/II

FROM:'
. ilichael T. Masnik, Senior Project Manager' Project Directorate I-4
Division of Reactor Projects - I/II

Lee H. Thonus, Project Manager
Project Directorate I-4
Division of Reactor Projects - I/II

Francis I. Young
Senior Resident Inspector
Region I

SUBJECT:
REVIEW OF LICENSEE'S FINAL RESIDUAL FUEL ESTIMATES
THREE 111LE ISLAND HUCLEAR STATION, UNIT NO. 2 (TAC 74532)

On 11 arch '13,: 1990

conducted a review of GPU Nuclear Corporation (the licenseeand'again during April 2 through April 5,)1990, the staff
fuel'at. the TMI-2 facility. inspection? tapes-and documents supporting the liccnsee's estimates of residual

video

The purpose of the review was twofold: 1-)-independently verify, on an audit
basis, the- licensee's estimates of fuel remaining at TMI-2 at the conclusion of
the current cleanup effort, and 2) determine if the licensee removed as muchfuel as Lis reasonably _ achievable. This effort is part of the review of the
licensee's proposal- to transition the THI-2 facility to Mode 2 as detailed intheir Technical Specifications.

.Se_ction l'.3 and Table 1.1 of the Technical Specification require the following
three' conditions for the licensee to transition from Mode I to Mode 2:

<

a)
The Reactor Vessel and Reactor Coolant System are defueled to the extentreasonably achievable,

b)
The possibility of criticality in the Reactor Building is precluded.

c)
There are no: canisters containing core material in the Reactor Building,

The--licensee submitted the Defueling Completion Report (DCR), Final Submittalion February 20, 1990.

the results of their post-lower head sampling program cleanup. Additionally, the licensee submitted on April
'

12, 1990,

documents form the basis of the licensee's proposal for transitionin,g toThese two
tiede 2. )

j

|

This memorandum provides the staff's review of the licensee's submittal t

addressing conditions a and part of b above. l

This menorandum will address

E |
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-condition b first. . In order to evaluate the potential for a-criticality the
staff had to verify the location, amount, and condition of the' remaining fuel-

- i

at THI-2.- Since the fuel is located in' a number of locations in'the Reactor
Building (RB) and_ the Auxiliary and Fuel Handling Building (AFHB), the staff
determined that an audit of the remaining fuel was warranted. ,

The staff first evaluated the possible locations for significant quantities ofresidual fuel. The staff determined based on an understanding of the accident
progression,10 years- of defueling oversight, and.the licensee submittals that
significant remaining quantities of fuel would be confined to the RB and
principally to the reactor coolant system (RCS). Little fuel was dispersed to

.the AFHB aad the RB outside of the RCS during the accident and subsequentcleanup.

The~ staff:then examined the potential for the licensee to have overlooked-significant quantities of fuel.
The staff reviewed schematics of the RCS andin particular-the . reactor vessel (RV) .for locations where fuel that could be -

present might have been overlooked by-the licensee;
the most-complicated structure in the RCS and the balance of the RCS had beenSince the RV was physically

:well characterized or measured; the staff. concentrated on the RV. A total of
four locations within the RV with the potential for uninventoried fuel were
selected and video tapes of the locations were inspected:

' 3a) . Top edge of the thermal shield between support blocks..

The
licensee had not' included the fuel located on the top edge of
the thermal shield in between the support blocks in their
estimate of fuel remaining at THI-2. The staff estimated the .

fuel remaining at 0.6.kg with an. upper limit of 1.2 kg.
'

b) -Inner surface of the core barrel. The inner surface of.the core-. barrel- was essentially. free _ of all Type I or: Type III fuel
(Type I is loose debris, Type III is solidified material).

'

One
.small area, approximately.1" x 2" x 1", of possible Type III
material was observed near core former plate Level'8. This |

represents approximately 84.9 g of fuel . (
c) Top edge of the vent valves on the inside and outside of the core

support shield. Top edge of the vent' valves outside the core. i

fuel included in the total for the core support structure. support. shield had been examined .by the -licensee-and the remaining
j

-

i
Thetop edge of the vent valves and the top edge of the vent valve

o

horizontal restraining blocks were not included in any estimate.
- provided:byithe licensee; however, a review of- several photographs
and at leest one video tape indicated ~ that the slope of the~
surfaces:would not-permit the buildup of more than gram quantities
of fuel in these areas.

. |

e
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d)
Edge holes of the former plates. The edge holes of the former
plates that formerly contained the baffle plate retaining bolts
were examined and no residual fuel was observed in any hole.

The staff determined that there was some additional fuel that the licenseefailed to include in their estimates; however, the amounts were insignificant
(probably less than 1 kg) relative to the reported quantities (608.8 kg) offuel in the RV.
additional areas; however, based on additional review of the RV schematics, noThe staff decided to enlarge the audit sample size and examine
other locations that could possibly hold significant (greater thanfuel were identified. 4 kg) ofTherefore the staff concluded that the licensee had,
with the exceptions noted above,, looked and attempted to characterize remainingfuel in all locations within the RV.

The ex-vessel regions of the RCS have been characterized using a combination ofvideo inspections and actual fuel measurements.
The staff concluded that thelicensee identified all the areas which contained or could contain significantquantities of residual fuel.

The staff then reviewed the licensee's characterization and quantification ofresidual fuel in several designated areas.
A total of five areas were selected,four in the RV.-

's) a) Lower Head region of the reactor vessel.
;

Since it is the lowest
portion of the reactor vessel, finely divided loose debris put into
suspension by water currents tends to preferentially settle out onthe lower head.
activities also tend to drift downward and settle or the lower head. Loose, sand-sized particles generated from defueling
The staff reviewed the final video of the lower head and thelicensee's analysis of the remaining fuel on the lower head.
licensee's assumptions in their engineering calculation The

90-013 were more conservative than "best estimate" and the cal-
4800-3221-

culations were numerica'ly correct. The staff performed independent
calculations which conservatively modelled the remaining fuel debris
dust as a series of three ellipsoid areas. The licensee had modelled
a thin coating of material which covered the entire lower headsurface.
results were 8.1 kg of fuel.The staff's results were 7.4 kg of fuel and the licensee's,

b)
Annular gap region between the core barrel and the thermal shield.
The licensee reported 118.6 kg of fuel in this area. It represents
the largest amount of Type 1 (',se, finely divided) fuel remainingat TMI-2. The area is very dit,,; .lt to access; a miniature (.75
inch) camera was successfully inserted in 3 of the 4 locations where
vent-valve exercise holes aligned with gaps in the thennal shield
restraint blocks. Finely divided fuel debris filled the bottomof the annular gap.

This bottom region has a complex wedge shaped(N cross section. The staff reviewed the licensee's assu,mptions
probes. conservatively used the maximum depth observed by the 3 camera; they)!

area frorr. detailed plant drawings and checked the accuracy of theThe staff also independently verified the dimensions of the
'
~

-

licensee's calculations.

_ . _
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c) -Lower Core Support Assembly (LCSA) between the Lower Grid Forging
andtheincoreGuideTubeSupportplate(IGTSp) This area contains
the largest quantity (133 kg) of residual fuel in any one remainingarea at TM1-2. It includes a sing 1 resolidified fuel mass (Type 411)of 110 kg. It is the dominant component in the criticality mocel.
The staff reviewed video tapes of this area and verified that it w s
accurately to conservatively characterized. There were some ir-
regular interstitial gaps-in the mass which the-licensee conserva-
tively characterized as a monolith.

'

<,

d) Inside and outside surfaces of the core baffle plates. During the
accident progression in 1979, a molten mass from the core re ,

melted a large irregular hole (approximately 5 ft by 2.5 ft)gion~ throughthe baffle plates in the southeast region of the core. The molten
material spread radially behind the core baffle plates and downward
to-the LCSA and the lower head. Some of the molten material stuck tothe baffle plates as it cooled and resolidified. The licensee
analyzed the amount of fuel remaining on the inside (closest to
the. core) and assumed that an equal-amount adhered to the outside
.(closest to the baffle plates) iurface.
about this assumption. The staff was concerned
were based on a September 1989 video aamination.The licensee's calculations and assumption

This video was ofthe inside. surface, thus the assumption. A subsequent video in-
spection taken In October 1989 (apparently after additional
cleaning) showed both sides of;the baffle plates and demonstrated
that the licensee's assumption was conservative,

e) Pressurizer spray line. The licensee reported that there was no fuel
in the pressurizer sprey line because the line had been flushed. Thestaff was concerned about the validity of this assumption. Further
investigation revealed that the licensee had evaluated the spray'line-
relative-to-the pressurizer surge line, which had been measured for

-

fuel content. Thesurgelineismuchlarger(10inchdiametervs.4
inch), contains a longer run of horizontal piping, and was much more
directly involved in fuel transport during the arddent.

-

*1t was
unflushed and measurements indicated only 0.2 kg of fuel. The staff
concluded that the spray line would contain less than 0.05 kg-of fuel
and that this amount of-fuel could be considered negligible comparedto the 608.8 kg remaining at TMI-2.

|

The staff has determined after reviewing the video tapes of selected locations |
within the reactor vessel and the. calculation of residual fuel based on the-video inspections that the estimates of residual fuel presented in the DCR as i

updated in their April 12, 1990 submittal are reasonable and conservative.
1

The staff has also reviewed the licensee's procedures for quantifying the fuel l

and find the licensee's approach to quantifying the fuel acceptable and
I

conservative. The staff discussed and reviewed correspondence between TMI-P
licensing and the TM1-2 Safety Review Group (SRG) regarding the SRG review of
the fuel measurements. The staff has concluded that the SRG provided an
appropriate and comprehensive review of the licensee's fuel estimation program.
SRG concluded that the DCR reported fuel quantities and the subsequent re-
evaluations of residual fuel conservatively estimate the quantity of fuel inthe RV.
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Duringthefcourse''ofthe. staff'sreviewofthelicensee'sestimatesofresidual
fuel the staff also evaluated the first condition of the three conditionsnecessary to transition to Mode 2. The first condition states that "the
reactor vessel and reactor coolant system are defueled to the extent reas.Wyachievable".

The staff has not identified any technical liinitations that would preclude !
additional fuel' removal;-however, the removal of additional fuel would exact a
progressively greater _ penalty from the standpoint of occupational exposure and
cost as.more difficult areas are defueled. The staff has determined, based on '

i

the review of the final video inspections of the RCS that the fuel that could
be easily removed using the. present defueling technology has been removed.

t

Admittedly, there is some additional Type .1 loose debris on the bottom: head; ;

however, this represented less than 11.2 kg of debris and resuspension of the
< material- during removal. would make removal of all the material = on O bottom ,

headialmost~ impossible. The remaining-areas of the residual fuel and in .

particular the significant amounts of residual fuel have been determined to
-

reside-in; areas'that are difficult to access. -The difficulty in access limits
visibility and the manipulation,of defueling equipment. The licensee ~ provided -
an_ analysis in-the DCR which addressed each significant quantity of fuel within

.

i

Jthe~fa|cility. Significantiquantity of fuel was defined by the licensee as
greater than'10% of the' licensee's calculated safe mass fuel limit (SMFL).-

i

Since the licensee's SMFL is 140 kg the licensee's definition of significant r
!- quantity of' fuel is 14. kg.

having.significant quantities of fuel:The licensee identified the following areas as
, leg 2A, andLthe RV, RB "A"'D-ring, "B" OTSG tubesheet, cold ,

-
-

-

_

The licensee'then discussed each significant quantity of fuel addressing the
- ,

quantity, the potential options for additional fuel removal schedule 5 pacts
q

for fuel removal, occupational exposure, waste generation an,d disposal, and .

cost. The~ 11censee's analysis concluded that the THI-2 facility- had been
defueled to the extent reasonably achievable.

:The staff has' reviewed the licensee's submittal , the final video: inspection of
the facility,iand the measurements of residual fuel made by the licensee, andhave determined that:

'
- 1

,

^ *

The -licensee.has defuelea -to a point that additional defueling will become
- progressively more difficult due to accessibility and reduced quantitiesof. fuel.

<
,

-*
Additional defueling will result in increased person-rem exposure and

ccost per kg of fuel removed and possibly increasing risk to cleanup
. personnel without a measurable reduction in risk to the public. The risk
-to workers include continued occupational radiation exposure, the potential
for overexposure, industrial accidents and continued physical stress dueto the hostile working environment.

|{
, _
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With the possibility of a criticality precluded, and the elimination of any
energyf source sufficient to cause an offsite:. release of radioactivity in excess-
of the Appendix I gpWiines. the staff has concluded that continued
defueling at this thie would not be justified based on ALARA consideration and
overail risk to the workforce.- Therefore, the staff has concluded that the-

; facility.has been defueled to the extent reasonably' achievable.

_This: review was conducted by M. Masnik, NRR, L. Thenus, NRR, and F. Young, RI.
i

< hhh
Michael T. Masnik, Senior Project ManagerProject Directorate I-4-

Division of Reactor Projects - I/II
j

'. v&
Lee H. Thonus, Project Manager "

Project Directorate I-4
- Division of Reactor Projects - I/II

1< &'

Francis I. Young
Senior Resident Inspector

_ Region I

cc: T. Szymanski, NRR/LOLB
'E. Wenzinger, RI

, .
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7. OBaffelle i

Pacific Northwest Laboratories..
'L Battelle Boule.avd

P.O Boa 999

Richland, Washin5 ton 99352lelephone (509 75-2263 '

.,

iApril 13, 1990,

4

Dr. Michael T.-Hasnik
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
MS--13 H3 I

'

U.S. . Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washingtons DC 20555-

j
Dear Dr. Masnik:

-A report of PNL's review of the iMI-2 licensee's Defuelino Completion Report-
is enclosed. .PNL's -report incorporates infomation received in the: licensee's

,

letter to the NRC dated A 12,1990 (Subject: Results of Post-Lower Head
Sampling . Program Cleanup)pril' however, as we have discussed on the telephone, PNL-a

, "

'will continue reviewing.the licensee's letter- and will notify you of. the
results of our continued review by early next week.

-

<

. Sincerely,- 3
''

.

Y
R. Harty

.

,

Senior Research Scientist
'

Dosimetry Research Section-
HEALTH PHYSICS DEPARTHENT

- ;L

.RH/Ims--

Enclosure
' ~

.

.cc:' .KS West, US NRC, w/ enclosure
-

fwsney.Aw year 1 senMt kw DQE and the Northewst

.

e

i q r - er ~ <+'
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REVIEW 0F THE DEFUEllHG COMPLETION REPORT FOR TMI-2

1.0 INTRODUCTION

As a result of the March 28, 1979 accident at Three Mile Island Nuclear
Station, Unit 2, fuel debris was transported and relocated within the reactor
coolant system, the reactor building and the auxiliary and fuel handlingbuildings (AFHB), Many of the cleanup activities have concentrated on the
removal of the remaining fuel debris from within the reactor vessel as weli asthat transported ex-vessel.

On May 27, 1988, the NRC issued License Amendment No. 30, which defined three
f acility modes for the TM1-2 f acility. This amendment established that 60
days prior to transition to each successive facility mode, a report shall be
submitted to the NRC providing the necesshey basis and justification for thetransition. For transition from Mode 1 to Mode 2, the licensee is required todemonstrate that;

1. the reactor vessel end reactor coolant system (RCS) have been defueled to
the extent reasonably achievable,

2. the possibility of criticality in the reactor building is precluded, and
3. that there are no canisters containing core material remaining in thereactor building.

In conjunction with the issuance of License Amendment No. 30, the NRC granted
GPU Nuclear an exemption from 10 CFR 70.24 for the criticality monitoringrequirements in the TMl-2 reactor building. This action imposed the following jmode transition provision:

" Prior to transition to Mode 2, the licensee will provide a criticality
analysis that will address each separate quantity of residual fuel in
each defined location. The criticality analysis will estimate the
quantity of fuel remaining, its location, its dispersion within the
locatice, its physical form (i.e. film, finely fragmented, intact fuel
pellets), its mobility, the presen,ce of any mechanism that would
contribute to the mobility of the material, the presence of any
moderating or reflecting material, and its potential for a critical
event. In this submittal the licensee must demonstrate that the cleanup
has progressed far enough that an inadvertent criticality is precluded."

By letter dated February 22, the licensee submitted to the NRC the fifth and
final submittal of the Defuelino Completion Report. The report was
supplemented by a letter dated April 12, 1990 containing the results of the
cleanup following the lower head sample program and containing a revised
criticality analysis that made use of the January 1990 video inspectionresults. The report as supplemented provides the licensee's estimate of the
quantity of fuel remaining, its location, its form, any potential for
mobility, and the potential for criticality. The NRC has requested that PNL

1

t
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review the criticality aspects of the Defuelino Completion Report and the
measurement methods that were used. This report is a summary of PNL's review.

2.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE LICENSEE'S DEFUELING-COMPLETION REPORT

The licensee's Defuelino Completion Report contains the licensing background
behind the development of the report, a description of the post-accident fuel
dispersion process, the techniques that were used to survey for and measure
the quantities of fuel remaining in the facility, the procedures and methods
that were used to remove fuel from its post-accident locations defueling
occupational dose estimates to date and estimates of the occupa,tional dose
that would be required for continued removal of fuel. The Defueling
Completion Report provides a quantification of the amount of fuel in all areas
of the facility, and provides an assessment of the criticality potential in
each of the areas. The facility is divided into four major areas; 1) the
auxiliary and fuel handling building (AFHB), 2) the reactor building (outside
of the reactor coolant system and the reactor vessel), 3) the reactor coolant
system (RCS), and 4) the reactor vessel. Individual locations within theselarger areas were evaluated in detail.

The evaluation of_the potential for a criticality in the remaining fuel debris
was made by determining the safe fuel mass limit (SFML) for the THI-2 fuel,
that is, the quantity of fuel below which there would be no possibility of an
accidental criticality. Calculation of the SFML assumed an optimum fuel
geometry-(size and shape of the fuel), optimum moderation and an infinite
water reflector. This provides the optimum conditions for a criticality. For
locations where the quantity of fuel exceeded the SFML, a more realistic model
of the fuel and of the fuel's location was created for analysis. The only
location where a specific model was necessary was in the reactor vessel.

3.0 EVALUATION
,

The Defuelino Completion Report was evaluated by reviewing the report as
submitted by the licensee as well as by reviewing information referenced
within the Defuelino Completion Report. PNL's review primarily encompassed
the measurement techniques used to estimate the quantity of fuel and the
criticality model used to determine whether an inadvertent criticality could
occur.

3.1 ANALYSIS OF FUEL MEASUREMENTS l

The measurements techniques used to estimate'the quantity of fuel
remaining following defueling were analyzed by PNL. A review of those

|

,

estimates resulting from visual. examination of the remaining debris was
Iconducted by the NRC staff. Questions involving specific measurement
,

techniques were resolved verbally with GPUN engineers and contractors. !
PNL found no problems with the measurement techniques used by the
licensee.

, ,

,,
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3.2 SAFE FUEL MASS LIMIT (SFML)
4

The licensee evaluated the potential for an inadvertent criticality in
the remaining fuel by determining the SFML for the TMI-2 fuel. The SFML
was calculated using the assumptions discussed below. The SFML was then
applied to the locations where fuel remained to ensure that the fuel in
taese locations would not go critical even under optimum conditions.

3.2.1 Assumptions used in the Determination of the SFML

The SFML was calculated to be 140 kg. This quantity was used to
compare with the quantity of fuel estimated for each location where
fuel remained. The assumptions used to calculate the SFML are given
below, along with an analysis of their appropriateness:

3.2.1.1 The fuel enrichment was assumed to be 2.54% before burnup.

The original loading of the core included 56 assemblies of
1.98 wt% (batch 1), 61 assemblies of 2.64 wt% (batch 2),
and 60 assemblies of 2.96 wt% (batch 3) uranium-235
enrichment. The licensee assumed a homogeneous mixture of
the three fuel batches based on samples obtained following
the accident that indicated that most of the residual fuel
in the THI-2 reactor vessel and ex-reactor components is a
homogeneous mixture of the pre-accident core loading. In
addition, the licensee indicated that approximately 65% of
the batch 3 fuel was removed from the vessel as intact
full or partial length fuel assemblies without significant
mixing. Thus a pre-burnup enrichment of 2.54 wt% uranium-
235 was used by the licensee to calculate the SFML.
Although the assumption of a homogeneous mixture is well
made, especially in light of the additional redistribution
and mixing of the fuel that occurred during defueling
activities, the sampling program in the reactor vessel
indicated a wide variation in enrichment data even among
samples collected in close proximity to one another (as
shown in Tables 3 and 4 of Appendix B to the Defuelino
CompletionReport). Thus, it is possible that regions
containing significant quantities of material from the
more reactive, higher enrichment of 2.96 wt% ur'anium-235
may exist. The assumption that the remaining fuel has an
enrichment of 2.96 wt% uranium-235 prior to burnup would
have assured that any such region is accounted for in the
criticality analysis. Although this assumption would be
highly conservative, the possibility of localized areas
with higher enrichments can not be dismissed.

3.2.1.2 Fuel burnup effects were considered for all three batches
of fuel.

The incorporation of the fuel burnup effects are a *
realistic assumption and one that is fairly well

3
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calculated. The effect of the burnup was to reduce the '

fuel enrichment used by the licensee to 2.24 wt% uranium- .i
235 (or 2.67 wt% uranium-235 assuming a batch 3
enrichment). Although no attempt was made by PNL to
reproduce the burnup composition used for the criticality |
analyses, the ORIGEN code that was used by the licensee to
determine post-accident fission product concentrations,
uranium depletion and plutonium buildup is an accepted and
widely used computer code for this pur>ose. Considering
that fuel burnup is not uniform over tie core or from rod
to rod, the fuel composition used in the criticality
analyses are in good agreement with extrapolated
compositions similarly calculated for the H. B. Robinson
Unit 2 reactor fuel cycles 1 and 2-(Barner,1985), which 1
have an enrichment / loading pattern very similar to THI-2.

a

The approach used by the licensee to account for the
effects of burnup are conservative in that the analysis
relies on only a limited few of the non-volatile,
insoluble fission products that are relatively strong '

neutron absorbers (neutron poisons). For example,
europium-155 decays to gadolinium-155 which becomes a
significant source' of neutron absorption after several
years.. However, gadolinium and other neutron absorbing
fission products were not relied upon in the licensee's
analysis to reduce the reactivity of any of the regions
containing. fuel. The licensee _only accounted for the
_ poisoning effects of fission products that were
definitively identified as remaining with the fuel.

3.2.1.3 The equivalent of standard, full sized fuel pellets were
used for the fuel particle size.

The residua! 'uel debris in the THI-2 facility exists in
three forms: 1) resolidified material, 2) thin surface
; films and 3) loose granular debris. The resolidified
material is too large for o)timum neutron moderation and-

:the surface films are too t11n'and' distributed to be of-
concern unless they flake off and become a part of the
loose granular debris.- Since optimum moderation is-
dependent on the particle size of this debris, the

. licensee performed calculations to-demonstrate that
particles smaller than a-fuel pellet resulted in less than
optimum conditions for criticality. .The results are in
agreement with data given by. Clark (1967)~in DP-1014.
Consequently, the mass-to-surface ratio of a normal fuelo

pellet was preserved in the geometrical modelling of.the
-- deb ri s . Conservatively, it was assumed that nothing was-,

_present in the fuel except spherical pellets of fissile
material: and unborated water. These conditions are
optimum for the criticality of debris having mass-to-

i
;

.

|
:
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m. fuel. pellet diameter is essentially optimum.
_ M

>4 *
~ isurface ratios upito'that_~of:a_TMI-2' fuel pellet, and the.
'

4 ,

e

L 3 '. 2.1. 4 :No credit' was;taken for the presence of structuraliand-
: solid poison materials ex_isting in the fuel--debris. ,

!

t . .lmpurities that:have been identified as-existing with the-

fuel L(for example boron, ironf zirconium, Land cadmium)
were'not included in the analysis of;the SFML. As

. mentioned earlier, the only poisons:-assumed for the
analysis'are those-associated with the burnup of.UO2 and<

.

include only the effects.of fissionable plutonium ,

'

generation and rare earth fission = product generation.-
-- 4

-

. 3~2.1~5L Maximum reflection-and moderation.were considered.
'

. .,

q
,A spherical- geometry was chosen to maximize the neutron '

a; multiplication and an effectively-infinite water reflector. '

wasLutilized. The model used to calculate the safe; fuel +

-massfconsisted of: a mixture of.unborated water and fuel
? debris in a. spherical-geometry surrounded:by.an. infinite :
-thickness s(asproximately:12 inches) of unborated water }e -reflector.'Tae. radius of the; innermost region was(variedt J

until the calculated:k ff. bias -: as < discussed below)(reacAed 0.99. An acceptance'- including;a'2.5%- Ak uncertainty--
!'

* '

criteria for k ff of 0.99/was used durie; the post-
" accident defueiing operations atiT814. 5 Although an '

y

acceptance criterion of: 0.95 (based on the limit allowed
in standard < technical specifications for spentifuel

,

*

storage):is applicable to conditions during Mode 2, the i

licensee'sEcalculation-ofTmaximum reflection and- l*

- moderation'is-sti111 highly conservative =and optimizes the
l l--ca cu ated potential for criticality.

33.2.1.6 The: computer code KENO V.a was used and an uncertainty of '

2.5%EAk was. added to.the calculated keff. 3.

The criticalityFcalculations for the SFML were performeds

-using the KENO V.a criticality code and the 27 group -

-

" y
.. _ ENDF/B-IV cross section library of the SCALE sy' stem.| *

These.are the accepted computer codes for criticality c'

analyses.-- The bias of: 2.5% in k,ff added to all 4

calculated keff values obtained with.theLKEN0/ SCALEw systems is based:on the. ability of this/ calculational |,

*

technique to reproduce twelve criticality experiments 1
chosen for this; purpose.n Although these assemblies were"
selected to provide benchmark' data on conditions similar

-

:'

.to those:resulting from the:high boron-low hydrogen
-

content of the TMI-2 fuel rubble, a more representative*
group of experiments should, and could, have been
selected. Some-of the'large disagreements between:the-

-

calculations and the experiments selected is likely due to
.

5
i
e
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w ithese poor choices. J However,- except for highly-bor'ated
q
""*

. systems, the:2.50 bias.'used in the criticality; analyses is 1approximatel
~ comparisons =y the:2. sigma bias observed in a great many j

_

over the years between experiments: and '

LKEN0/ SCALE-' calculations. The technique tends to calculate-..
'

J
' boron systems about 2% low in k,the criticalitytanalyses5f. Thus,ithe-2.5% biasJ is acceptable, especially since

. assumes- that'.there is no boron'in the fuel rubble.:
4

3.2.2 Q1culationofthe-SFML; '

!

!The-$fML reported in the Defueling Completion Report.was determined by-
-

-

calculating the alloweble mass that was approximately.-75% of the-
*

j
cminimum calculated critical mass (k,ff v1.0). The SFML was .
: calculated as 140 kg-U0 . Utilizing data published by H. K. Clark- 1

(1967)Lin -

2

clattices o;DP-1014,- " Critical and Safe Masses and Dimensions of-
.,

,

!
f U and UO "ra critical mass of 185'kg_UO2 and a SFML-of-2 t

1139 kg.002 are;obtained; Thus, the KEN 0/ SCALE calculated SFML .is in -
! agreement with published-data.,

-If-an' enrichment'of;2.67:wt% uranium-235:(correspondingtoburned
. batch'3sfuel) had been used; a critica1Leass~of:approximately 125'kg*

and a SFML1-
Dhave been:ca(75% of:the. critical. mass): of approximately 94; kg would-

1

,

lculated based on the' data in DP-1014 (Clark 1967).
i3.2.3! ComparisonLof the-SFML'with the Remainino Fuel Quantities = ,!

,

The SFML'wasLcompared with the_ quantity of fuel _debrisLremainin in,

-

. each area:of'the THI-2 facility.: This discussion of.the compar son 1
a<

'between:the remaining fuel quantities and the SFML--is based on the- J
ffour major areas discussed previously;, the AFHB, theireactor building,
the RCS a6d the reactor vessel.,

-3.2.3.1' ' Comparison ~of SFML with fuel remainino iniAFHB N

;The' estimated quantity;of-fuel in theLAFHB astgiven inithe i
Defuelino~ Completion Reportiis <17-kg=. -The largest

. quantity of fuel in=acsingle~ cubicle within the AFHB'is'

4.9 kg in FH109, Spent- Fuel . Pool; "A". . The total quantit
:(<17 kg)~is 14% of:the_SFMLicalculated by the licensee; y

:
- '

using 2.24 wt% uranium-235 enrichment and would-have been-,

*
i18%Lof the SFML if an enrichment of;2.67 wt% uranium-235

1--had been used.
1

3.2.3.2 ' Comparison of SFML with fuel >remainino~in Reactor-Building.
>

Theestimatedquantityoffuellinthereactorb'tidthg L
- u

(not including:the'RCS or the reactor. vessel as givennin--
s

the Defuelino Completion Report:is <75 kg. The largest'

: quantity of fuel in a-single location is in the sections'
- of the , flow distributor which contained incore instrument,

-

guide tubes that were bagged and suspended in the "A"

6
-
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D-ring. Measurements and estimates indicate that there is; 24.3 kg of fuel in this location. This is 17% of the SFML'

calculated by the licensee using 2.24 wt% uranium-235
enrichment and 26% of the SFML using an enrichment of-
2.67 wt% uranium-235. Combining fuel from all locations
within the reactor building (not including the RCS or
reactor vessel) would not exceed either DML.

3.2.3.3 Comparison of SFML with fuel remainino in RCS

The estimated quantity of fuel in the RCS as given in the
Defuelino Completion Report is 133 kg. This is below the
SFML of 140 kg as calculated by the licensee using an
enrichment of 2.24 wt% uranium-235, although above the
SFML of 94 kg as calculated using an enrichment of
2.67 wt% uranium-235. However, the largest quantity offuel in a-single location is in the "B" once through steam
generator (OTSG) upper tubesheet, where an estimated
maximum of 36.3 kg is located. This is 39% of the SFML
for 2.67 wt% uranium-235. Although it has been determined
that the remaining fuel exists as tightly adherent
material and is not readily removable, it should be noted
that even if the remaining fuel became mobile and all
nonmechanistically accumulated in the lowest point of each
half of the RCS, the greatest possible quantity that could
accumulate would be less than the 94 kg SFML because of-
the separation of the-two sides-(A and B side) of the RCS.

3.2.3.4 Comparison of SFML with fuel remaining in reactor vessel

The estimated quantity of fuel in the reactor vessel is
608.8 kg. This amountLis significantly greater than the
SFML.- For this reason, a separate criticality safety

-

analysis was performed by the licensee. This analysis
used in-vessel inspections of debris locations and
quantities to develop a specific three-dimensional
analytical model of the fuel-'in the. reactor vessel rather
than making worst-case assumptions regarding the geometry
and reflectivity. A description of the model and of the
assumptions used are given in the next section.'

3.3 REACTOR VESSEL MODEL

Because the amount of fuel remaining in the reactor vessel is larger thanthe SFML
-licensee,that modeled the location of fuel within the reactor vessel.a separate criticality safety analysis was performed by the
The results-of the licensee's analysis gave a k

eff=0ffof0.945,whichis.95-(based on the limit' below the NRC's acceptance criterion of k
allowed in standard technical specifications for spent fuel storage).
The assumptions used in the licensee's analysis are listed and discussed.
below. *

7
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-3.3.1 ' Conservative model . of fuel . location. _

The Defuelino Completion Re) ort'provided the following estimates for
the'ouantity of debris in tie reactor vessel. '

Fuel Remaining !

-(kg_of110y)
Work Platfom Region and_ Suspended Equipment 30. 9~
Downcomer Region -178.9
Internals-Indexing Fixture Region 4.9
Core Support Shield |(CSS) Region 10.7

3

Upper Core Support Assembly (UCSA) Region: 85.3
Lower,Cere Support Assembly (LCSA) Region 272.7
Bottom Head Region 23.3

' Surface Film Deposits- 2' 1.
W~5

--For the purposes of the criticality analysis, fuel debris in the
reactor. vessel bottom head, the LCSA, and in the tore fomer area .
.(i.e.,: between-the core former baffle plates and the core barrel) in
.the UCSA were.specifically modeled. In other crees of the reactor
' vessel,-the fuel accumulations within the vessel were considered to be
too.small or were separated from those areas where fuel was located by
a far enough distance [the equivalent.of approximately 30 cm (12
-inches) -of water) so as not to cause a -reactivity increase due tu
neutronic interaction between -the areas.-

-

Fuel debris ~was modeled as .if it extended radially in from tile core
barrel to the maximum distance where fuel debris was observed on each-

LCSA plate. Also, the full periphery of each plate was assumed in th_e
model to be loaded with debris even though some aver.s~did not ccntain
fuel (this'latter assumption probably had only a. marginal effect on
the reactivity of the system). The~ amount and location of fuel debris-
that was assumed-in' this model (2910 kg) was~ conservative.when

: compared to that which is estimated to remain _in the. vessel
-(608.8-kg).- '

~

'
3.3.2

The fuel enrichment was assumed to be 2.96 wt% uranium-235 beforeburnup.- '

' A pre-burnup enrichment of.2.96 wt% uranium-235 enrichment was: assumed'
(corresponding to the higher enriched batch 3 fuel). The basis forthis assumption:was discussed areviously. for the SFML ca'iculation
(Section3.2.1.1).. This is a aighly conservative. assumption.

3.3.3 Fuel burnup effects were considered for tne fuel (assumed to be' '
batch 3)'-

The. assumption of fuel burnup is as given previously for the
calculation of the SFML and provides a net fuel enrichment of 2.17 wt%
uranium-235 for the fuel that is assumed to have an initial enrichment

-

8
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of-2.96wt% uranium-235-(batch 3). This is a consarvative assumptlonw;it
as discussed for the SFML calculation (Section 3.2.1.2).

<M '3.3.4 ,The equivalent of standard, full sired fuel pellets were used fer thfuel: particle size. e_ .

.

> "

- .

.The equivalent of standard,,fu11 sized fuel pellets were ussd for the-,

fuel !
SFML'p(Section3.2.1.3). article size, as discussed previously for thc calculation of the.;

.
.

' ' ' 3,3.5 ' No' credit'was taken for the prennee of structural and solid poison
'

.

:
-

1

. materials existing'in the fuel debris. |

k . As discussed in Section; 3.2.1.4,' the orJy poisons assumed during th'e
analysis are those associated with the burnup of UOr. Thus, ;

-impurities thatLhave been identified as existing with tha fuel (for
,

,

% example boron,1 iron,'aircenium, and' cadmium) were not included,- thrs ,

0 '

1providing1a conservativeirasult. In atMition, no,creditc was teken for1
the licensee's plans.to add'a stable and insoluble . neutron poison-t 4

!4 ~ + o
mat' rial to the bottom head:of the recetor vessel to provide an-addede
margin Of assurance.

#[t
-

<
'

. 3.3i6i The model;includ.ad moderation withdnboreted water>
'

!

'

' Full water reflectionswas' assumed in the analysis and fuel was treated
.

'
'

.as a. fuel-water only: mixture (except -i'or the 10wir core support
;
i

assembly (LCSA') plates in which case the holes in these plates were
,

assumed to contain fuel that is homogeneously-mixed wi_th the
imaterial).-|The: presence of boroni(which is a neutron poison) plate-To '

in the4
water was; ignored in the criticality analysis. No. Credit was taken

4

-for~ theilicensee's plans to drain the water from the reactor vessel <
following the defueling operations ~ thus leaving the reactor! vessel-y.

''

:without;a moderating' medium.

},3j CTbe' computer code KENO V.a was used 'and an; uncertainty -of 2.5% Ak :
*

,

was:added_to1the calculated keff. .,

'The computational: bias eff 2.5% Ak:is added to the calculated k. ff as.
*y

~

Ldiscussed for calculation. of the SFML (Section 3.2.1.6).
j 1

*.

3.4- NEUTRONIC COUPLING ~0F-IN-iAND EX-VESSEL FUEL ~
'

a' : -
,

The ' licensee's model did not.' account for the potential of neutronic
,

coupling of-the core-debris'within the' vessel-and the debris'lotated in-W;.o -

-other areas -of the facility (the RCS, the reactor building:or in the- ,'

- AFHB). ;This is? an' appropriate assumation because the-debris in the
0. - vessel is well separated from the de>ris in other locations and no - ,

identifiable methods exist for -transport of the fuel into or out of thevessel.

f:
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3.5 ACgD_EST, ANALYSIS

Cnes tt,e type and physical condition of the fissile material present, -

c iI.,coltN sould only be postible if tus caterial were to accumulate in
p ader (pot D.ics at some location. All areas outside of the reactor
vemi coetain less than the safe f uel mass limit, and intennixing of the'

' fuel debris in these areas could only be accomplished by design. The
only arw dere fuel might be able to accumulate is in the lower head of
the reactor vessel. The licensee's analysis of the result of a
redistribution of the available mateial into the lower head assumed that
350 kg are available for redistribution (inclw.ing all loose, fine,
granulardebrisandsurfecefilms). The results of the analysis, which
assumed a full wat',sr reflected sie of material, gave a keff of 0.913.

This is a conservative analysis, cince much of this debris is in the gannt A r gap, and thus would not shake down into the lower head. In
addition, the absence of water, and the presence of neutrcn poisons
including; 1) impurities in the residual fuel, 2) boron in any remainin:,
water, 3) strucNral material and 4) an insoluble poison that will be
added by the iiccu ee to the bottom head of the reactor vetse) 411cwing Idraining of the RCS, will furtkr enfure the lack of a critied % event
even onder accident conditions.

p

1.0 CONCly,SIONS

Based on our analysis of the licensee's Defueling Completion Report, we
conclude that there is no potential for criticality in the fuel remaining in
the THI-2 facility during either normal or accident condit1cns. Although two

-

of the basumptiois used by the licensee to calculate the safe fuel mass limit
[]) an enrichment af ter burnup cf 2.24 wt% uranium-235 and 2) the k u limit
cr1',erion of 0.99 rather than 0.95] are not as cont.frvative as the calaS

appears to warran.;, our revis indici *es that use of the more conservative
assumptions does not signal a potential for a criti ality. The conservatisms -

built into the model, as well a.t the safeguards that the licensee will enact
(ine'ruding remeval.of water and addition of a neutron poison into tht. Vetsel)
.'oud h rther preclude'a criticality.

.
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April 26, 1990.

Docket No. 50-320,

DISTRIBUTION
MEMORANDUM FOR: John F. Stolz, Director Docket File

Project Directorate I-4 SNorris .MMasnik
PDI-4(Memofile)Division of Reactor Projects - I/II LThonus

_,

.

FYoung RBradyFROM: Lee H. Thonus, Project Manager
Project Directorate I-4
Division of Reactor Projects - I/II

Francis I. Young, Senior Resident Inspector
Three Mile Island Site
Region I

Robon R. Brady
Three Mile Islan,d SiteResident Inspecto.
Region I

SUBJECT:
FUEL CANISTER YERITICATION AT TMI-2

On March 23, 1990
F. I. Young and R. R. Brady performed an inspectici. of theTMI-2reactorbu1} ding.

canisters containing core material remained 'n the reactor building.As part of the inspection they verified that no
satisfies condition "C" of Technical Specification Table-1.1 for transition

,

This '

from Mode 1 to Mode 2.

On. April 20
-storage poo, "A",'the truck bay, and the rail siding.1990, L. H. Thonus and R. R. Brady inspected the spent fuell

The spent fuel pool "A"one empty filter canister. contained three " dummy". canisters (used to check out the fuel transfer system) and
shipped offsite and the potential storage locations for canisters.These areas represent the pathway for canistersinspection team The
in these areas. verified that no canisters containing. core material remained
at the TMI-2 site.Therefore, no canisters containing core material are stored
Mode 2 to Mode 3. This fulfills the requirement for THI-2 to transition from

3

These inspection results will be part of a forthcoming Inspection Report to beissued by Region I regarding the transition of THI-2 from Mode I through Mode 3
.

signed by M. Masnik for
signed by M. Masnik'for

Lee H. Tilonus, Project Manager
Project Directorate I-4 Francis I. Young, Senior Resident
Division of Reactor Projects - I/II Inspector

Three Mile Island Site
Region I

signed by M. Masnik for

Ro'ert R. Brady
Thtoe Mile Islan,d SiteResident Inspector
Region I

cc: T. Sezmanski NRR/LOLB
E. Wenzinger,, Region I

i ' ' A: PDI-4
- :PM:PDI-4

.--- .----...--:- p M (. p ....::PM:PDl-4p , ----.::5 :RI:RElil0N I :PD: 1-4
|.
,i sNorris :LTAonu :MMasnik :FYoun

. . . . : . .pgpg . . . : . . .s
-

---t----------------:------s:Im-------:--------------:--------<-----::RBrady--------------:------ g
.......

:JSTOLI 24/lX'/90 :4/ch/90 :4/22/90 :4 d /90 :4/2 6/90 :4/lld90
--s---

T ilLIAL RECORD C.O.P.Ynm ,_ . . . .
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Enclosure 3
,

Cleanup Schedule for Three Mile Island, Unit 2 (

Completion of defueling January 30, 1990
,

NRC-sponsored lower head sampling January 30 - March 1,1990 -

-Submission of defueling completion report February 26, 1990

Completion of offsite fuel shipment April 15, 1990

Transition from Mode 1 to Mode 2 April 26, 1990
c, AGW evaporation October 1990 - February 1992

Issuance of staff'SER for PDMS' Fall 1990

NRC-sponsored fuel measurement program Fall 1950

RCS drawdown Fall 1990 i

Completion of the licensee's fuel Early 1991
. measurement program

Final decontamination'of reactor building DecenUer 1991

TMI-2 ready for long-term storage (PDMS) December 1992
L

e
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Enclosure 4

Post-Defueling. Monitored Storage (PDMS) of
Three Mile-Island, Unit.2

At a 1985 THI-2 Advisory Panel Meeting a represer tative of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania, and a member of the THI-2 Adviscry Panel, proposed that GPU
Nuclear Corporation (the licensee) should consider a storage period after defueling
and before large scale decontamination of the reactor building basement. The
Panel members concern was the possibility of avoiding a large worker dose
associated with this decontamination effort. The licensee oursued this approach
and on December 2,1986 submitted a plan for plant conditions during what the
licensee termed as Post Defueling Monitored Storage or PCMS.

Based on the licensee's December 2, 1986 submittal the staff issued Draft
Supplement 3 to the THI-2 Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement in April 1988.
Coments on the Draft Supplement were received from 23 Federal and State
agencies or members of the public.

The. licensee has kept the Commission informed of their 31ans to ) lace the
facility into PDMS at a number of Comission briefings 1 eld in tie Washington,
D.C. area. The licensee first informed the Comission of their plan to store
the facility after partial cleanup in a January 14, 1986 Comission meeting.
At the February 13, 1987 Commission meeting the licensee proposed the term
PDMS for the storage period. On March 17, 1988 the licensee again discussed
PDMS with the Com d sion.

On August 16, 1988, the licensee submitted a request for a license amendment
that would allow for long-term storage of the facility when offsite waste
shipments were completed and the plant reached a safe and stable condition.
The August 16, 1988, submittal stated that even though the amendment would
result in a " possession only" license, this request did not represent t decision
by the licensee to decomission the plant and should not be construed u
permanent cessation of operations.

Subsequent to the August 16, 1988 submittal, the licensee informed the staff
(Attachment 1) tho' the licensee's current energy supply plans do not n flect
the return to service of TMI-2 and that before expiration of.the current TMI-2
license, a decision will be made to decommission the plant without.further
operation. Decomissioning of Unit 2 will probably occur when Unit'l is
decomissioned.

The decomissioning rule links a " possession only" license to permanent
c,n ation of operations and the submittal of a proposed decomissioning plan
.dt nin 2 years of ceasing operations. Since the licensee's decomissioning
plans are deferred, and they have stated that its submittal does not represent
a decision to permanently cease operations the regulations pertaining to
decomissioning are not applicable at this time. The licensee would, however,
be required to submit a decomissioning funding plan by July 27, 1990 as
required by 50.75(b) and 50.33(k)(2).

On September 22, 1989, the staff issued Final Supplement 3 to the Programatic
Envircnmental Impact Statement (PEIS) for TMI-2. Supplement 3 evaluates the
environmental impacts associated with the licensee's proposal for long-term
storage of the facility, as well as a number of alternatives. The staff found
the licensee's proposal, as well as a number of the alternacives environmentally
N $b ! h pNaf.n ne ernahs was OMoush supdor to Deea

.
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The staff and its contractor, Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL), are presently
reviewing the licensee's safety analysis report for PDMS, and the staff expects
to issue a safety evaluation report (SER) in the fall of 1990. The review
focuses on fire protection, ventilation, and containment integrity. The issue
of a potential inadvertent criticality occurring after the conclusion of
defueling will have already been resolved as part of the staff's review of the
defueling completion report. PEIS Supplement 3 and the staff's SER will form
the basis for the staff's position on the acceptability of PDMS.

Actual implementation of PDM' will require a license amendment to change the
technical specifications (TS) for the facility. The licensee's August 16,
1988, submittal includes a request to amend the TS to allow for PDMS. At-
tachment 2 provides a listing of the TS proposed by the licensee during PDMS.
The proposed TS include only administrative requirements and the requirement
to maintain containment isolation. Since the licensee plans to revise the
PDMS amendment, the staff has delayed issuance of a notice on the licensee's
August 16, 1988, submittal.

Based on the need for a detailed technical review, principally involving the
assessuent of remaining pir.nt operating systems needed for PDMS, and the
considerable public interest, the staff plans to issue a notice of
opportunity for a prior hearing on the amendment request. If a hearing is
regelred on this issue, it is estimated that the proceeding will take
approximately 24 months. An Atomic Safety ud Licensing Board Panel decision
on PDMS would not be expected until spring of 1992.

The licensee has informally requested that the notice of opportunity for a
prior hearing on the amendment request and the issuance of the staff's SER on
PDMS be delayed until the end of the year. The licensee plans to update the
SAR on PDMS', take some additional fuel measurements which further refines
earlier estimates and plans to complete some additional decontamination
necessary for PDMS. The staff finds the licensee's application sufficiently
complete at this time to go forward with issuance of the notice and the SER in
the next couple of months.

The staff expects intervention on this amendment. Intervention would probably
focus on why the cleanup has not progressed further or has not been completed,
and why this facility is to be placed in a special category and not decom-
missioned immediately at the conclusion of defueling.

Decommissioning in the public's view is dismantlement, and the public fails to
recegnize that SAFSTOR is one of the acceptable decommissioning options. For
all practical purposes, PDMS is SAFSTOR; the only difference.is the name and
the fact that the licensee has not ann o ced that it has " permanently ceasedoperations."

Assuming approximately 24 months for the hearing process, a decision on PDMS is
not expected until 1992. By th9 time the licensee will be able to implement
PDMS, most of the reduction in iS requirements will have taken place during the
mode changes (see Attechment 2). The impact of any hearing on implementing
PDMS should not impose a significant hardship on the licensee regarding resources
needed to maintain THI-2 as there is little difference between Mode 3 and PDMS.
The additional reductions requested in the August 16, 1988 license amendment
request for PDMS are primarily some reductions in surveillance requirements
during the period of storage.

._
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OPU Nuclear Corporation
One Upper Pone Rose
Parsippany, New Jersey 07054
(201)316 7797

June 23, 1989

Mr. Victor Stello, Jr.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
Washir.ston, DC 20555

Dear Sir:

Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 2 (TMI-2)
Operating License No. DPR-73

Docket No. 50-320

This responds to your letter of May 15, 1989, in which you asked GPU
Nuclear to advise you about our future plans for the TMI-2 facility
commencing with Post-Defueling Monitored Storage (PDMS). Your letter states
that the purpose of the request is to provide a better und6rstanding of the
basis for our Decommissioning Funding Plan. Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.3S(k)(2),
that plan is due to be filed with the NRC on or before July 26, 1990.

GpU Nuclear is proceeding to complete the cleanup of TMI-2 to achieve a
safe, stable, and secure condition which presents no risk to the environment
or to public health and safety for its duration. In March 1987 an
Environmental Evaluation of the monitored storage condition was forwarded to
the staff, and in August 19BB a detailed Safety Analysis Report with
accompanying license amendment request, which further described the monitored

.

storago condition, was submitted for NRC review and approval. The thrast of
our proposal is that TMI-2 will have been defueled and cleaned up to the
degree that it poses no risk to public health and safety. A period of
monitored storage would significantly reduce occupational exposure (by .5000
to 7000 person-rem) at the time of eventual decommissioning and would allow
simultaneous decommissioning with TMI-1. Dur proposal is that monitored )

storage of TMI-2 would not extend beyond decomissioning of TNI-1. ~

As reported by Mr. William G. Kuhns and affirmed by the current Chairman
of General public Utilities Corporation, Mr. Standley H. Hoch, at the recent ;

April-1989 meeting with the Commissioners, the GPU System's present energy
supply plans do not reflect the return to service of TMI-2. Mr. Kuhns also )
noted, "As all our efforts are devoted to completing the cleanup, we are not

1

studying the details of eventual disposition of the plant at this time."

i
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June 23, 2989 -

' '- page Two 'N
.

.

Gpu Nuclear understands and accepts responsibility as a licensee to
ensure proper disposition of the plant and eventual termination of the -

license. In our August 5, 1988 letter to the NRC, we stated that we
understand that the NRC's rule for decomissioning nuclear facilities applies
to TM1-2 and would cover all activities involved in decomissioning the plant
starting from monitored storage conditions. Therefore, we will provide by
July 26, 1990 the decomissioning funding plan and certification required by
that rule for TM1-2. We expect that funtiing plan to be based on the
assumption that prior to the end of the current licensed life a decision will
be made to decomission the plant without further operation. The plan will
recognize the unique conditions of TMI-2 which, we anticipate, will retjuire
funds substantially greater than those required to decomission TMI-1 and,
therefore, will exceed the minimum amount required by the rule.

We trust this is responsive to your request.

Sincerely,

P. R. Clark
Presidentlam

.

O
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TEOMICAL $PECIFICATION COMPARISOM Pu!RIX
Page 1

,

EI PODE 2 MDDE 3 MODE 4
TECH SPEC. CtRELNT POST- DEFUELING AND POST-CEFUELING

TECH. SPEC. TITLE PPJMBERS f.TATUS DErUELING FUEL SHIPPTNT 70NITORED STDRAGE COMMENTS
COWLETE (PDM 51 TECH. SPEES.

APPENDIX A TECH. SPEC 3.

1. Borated Coollag Water 3.1.1.1 & X
Injection and Boron 3.1.1.2
Concentration -
Reactor Coolant System -

2. Minimun Boron Concen- 3.1.1.3 I

tration - Fuel
Transfer Canal

3. Minimus Boron Concen- 3.1.1.4 X X
tration - Spent Feel
Pool

4. Neutron Monitoring 3.3.1.1 X
Instrumentation

5. Radiation Monitoring 3.3.3.1 X X X As regoired in Table 4.3-3 er the Recovery
Operatiens Plan. Addittenal radiation menitoring
regelrements are addressed in the Appendia B
Tech. Specs.

6. Meteorological 3.3.4.4 X X
Instrumentation

7. Essential Parameters 3.3.3.5 X
Monitcring Instrumen- -

itation
i8. Chlorine Detection 3.3.3.7 I '

System

9. Fire Detection 3.3.3.8 I X X sect. 7.2.2.2.b of the PDMS SAR states that the
Instrumentation rene detection systee originally previded at TMI-2

wl11 remain operational throughout operational
areas of the plant dering PDMS (Mode 4). A commuon
visual and audible alarm will be installed to

| provide monitoring capabilities and remete fire
alarm Indication in iMI-1.

.

10. Reactor Vessel water 3.4.2 1
Level Monitoring

II. Pressure /Temperatore 3.4.9 X !

Listits RCS '

i
|

!
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TECHNICAL $PECITICATION COMPARISON MTRIX
Page 2 .

EE I NQQt 2 MODE 3 MDDE 4
TECH. $PEC. CURRENT POSI- DETUELING AMD POST-DUUELIE

*

TECH. SPEC. TITLE IspeERS STATUS DETUELING FUEL 5HIPfeENT MONITORED STORAGE CCP9(MT3
EO*FLETE fPDMS) TEOf. SPEES.

APPENDIX.A TEEH. SPEES.
,

12. Cossaunications - 3.5.1 X
Control Room

13. Containment Integrity 3.6.1.1 & X *

(Doubic valve and 3.6.1.3
Airlock Door j

Isolation)

14. Containment Isolation 3.6.1.2 3 X X X
(Single Valve and 3.6.1.6
Airlock Door
Isolation)

15. Reactor Boliding 3.6.1.d X X X Dur!ng PDMS (Mode d), active pressere control of
Internal Pressure the R8 will not be maintalped. A Containment
Limits Atmospheric Breather will be added to provide

passive pressere control of the RS relative to
ambient atmospheric pressere (Ref. $cct.1.2.3.3
of the PDMS SAR).

16. Reactor Beliding 3.6.1.5 Ii

l Air Temperatore
,

i

j 17. Containment Purge 3.6.3.1 X X X 5ect. 7.2.1.3 er the PDMS SAR stated that the
| Enhaust System Centainment Purge Enhavst System will le main- .

| Operability tained in an operable cendition to seppert PDMS
' Mode 4) actlvities (e.g., servel11ance entries,

, ,

maintenance). ''

I18. Floed Protection 3.7.6.1 X X X Sect. 1.4 of the PDMS SAR states that ewisting i

wait flood protection capabilities =111 be main-
toined for PDMS (Mode 4). Specific design
features are:
-Reactor 81dg- No enternal openings in the #8

below 305' elev. (grsund level).
-FM Bldg- No enternal openings in TMI-2 FIS

that require flood protection.
Railroad door in the TMI-1 por-'.
portion of the Fle is designed
to be watertight.

-Control 81dg- Flood panels and doors previded. |
6

,

' -Ava 81dg- Shield door is watertight. 1

-0G 81dg- Flood panels waterC ght.

I

. . _
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nuut 1 MDE 2 r@yt _3 MDL 4
TECH. SPEC. CURRENT POST- . DEftKtlNG AND MST-DEFUELINGTECH. SPEC. TITLE NUMBERS STATUS DEFUELING FUEL SHIPMENT MONITORED STORAGE COMENTSEOMPLETE IPDM51 TEEH. SPEC 5.

APPE MIX A TEEH. SPECS.

19. Centrei Room Emergency 3.7.7.1 X
Air Cicanup Systee

20. Scaled Source 3.7.9.1 X X X
.

Integrity The PDM 5 SAR does not address sealed sources.
There soy be a limited need for sealed sources
during PDMS (Mode di for calibration of radiation
monitors. Site precedures =Ill address the use
and calibration of sealed searces, if necessary.

21. Fire Suppression 3.7.10.1 X X XWater System NRC approval of 75CX 57 will delete the TMI-2
; required water searces. Sect. 7.2.2.2.a of the
'

PDMS SAR stated that the yard flee main =411 be
'

maintained pressorized using the station fire
pumps in TMI-1. The TMI-2 fire Protection System
draws its supply water from the tie-in to the,

yard main.
i 22. Deluge / Sprinkler 3.7.10.2 I X X
| Systems NRC approval of TSCR 57 will delete this specifi-
-

cation. Sect. 7.2.2.2 of the PDMS SAR states that
the fire service loop wSich rwns through the-

Diesel Generator Bid 9. ATMB and Centrol B1dg
. w111 be isolated dvring PDMS (Mode 43 Drain

valves =111 he lasta11ed and capability will eulst
to quickly energize the systems. The delvge

; systems for the Aon. Transformers and east well
certain are maintained Turbine Building. ,

/
23. Halon System 3.7.19.3 X

NRC approval of TSCR 57 will delete this specifl-
! cation. Halen system will be deactivated during

PDMS (Mode 4).
24. Fire Hose Stations 3.7.10.4 X X X NRC approval of TSCR 57 will redece the required,

i fire hese stations to the Reactor B1dg only.
Sect. 7.2.2.1 of the PDMS SAR states that hose
reet and hose cabinet stations shall be provided
in areas of the facility where systems or egelp-,

ment are maintained operational for PDMS (Mode 41.1

) 25. Penetration rire 3.7.1.1 X' X X'

Barriers NRC approval of T5CR 57 will delete this specif t-
cation. PDMS SAR does not address this area. Fire,

protectlee organization does not plan to perform
any restine survelliance er penetration fire
barriers during PDMS (Mode 4).

,

- - . _ _ .
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APPEleft A TECH. SPECS.

26. Electrical' Power 3.8 X
System

27. Spent Feel Pool Water 3.9.1 & I XLevel Monitoring 3.9.2 '

28. Feel Transfer Canal 3.9.3 & K
- Water level Moniterle=g 3.9.4

29. Feel Handling 3.9.12.1 & X X XBuilding & Aemillary 3.T.12.2 5ects. 7.2.6.1 and 7.2.6.2 of the PDMS SAR stateBuilding Ventilatten that the FHB and Ava tide ventilation systems =l11
Systees Operabliity be malatained in an operational statws to support

PDM 5 (Mode 4) activities.
30. Accident-Generated 3.9.13 I I X X Procedures require NRC approval. Sect. 1.1.3 of' Water

the PDMS SAR states that becewse the issue of-
disposal of AGW is a seperate. well h _ 2:0
activity, it is not disevssed in the PUN 5 54R.
Additlenally, the P9MS SAR states that disposal of
AGW will likely entend late P9MS (Mode el bet will
not meterially laterefere with maintaining the
1991-2 plant in a safe. monitored PDMS condition..

31. Heavy toad Handling 3.19.1 XRestrictions in
Reactor Building

.''
32. Heavy lead Handling 3.19.2 R XRestrictions in Feel

Handling Building

33. Responsibility 6.1.1 I X X
[ I

34. GPUNC Organization 6.2.1 X X X X Reduced in scope for PDMS (Mode 4). In additlen.the Tech. Specs. refer to the PDMS SAR or
rather than a separate ergenization plan.g. chart

35. TMI-2 organization 6.2.2

c. Minimum Shift Crew 6.2.2.a I
ConPosition .

b. Licensed Oper,ater in 6.2.2.b I
Centrol Room when
Feel is in Reactor

I

_. ..___u-.. __ _- _ _ __._m _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _
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EI MDE 2 700E 3 MODE 4
TECH. SPEC. CURRENT PDSI- DEFUttING AND POST-DEFUELING

TEOf. SPEC. TITLE wJPeERS Status DErUELING FUEL SHIPMENT DOMITDGED STORAGE C0!90tT5
COMPLETE ! PDM 51 TECH. SP'ES.

APPDQIX_A TECH SPECS.

c. Individual Qualified 6.2.2.c a

in Radiation Protec-
tion Procedures When

*Fuel is in Reactor
d. Site Fire Brigade 6.2.2.d X X X Unit I is presently mar alog the Site Fire Brigade

and will continue to do so during PDMS (Mode 4).

e. 1.dividual Qualified 6.2.2.e X X X X Figure 10.5-2 of the PDMS SAR notes that during
its Radiation Protec- PDMS (Mode 4) TMI-2 will continue to have a
t'on Procedures When department dedicated to Waste Management /Deten-
Radwaste Mangement tamination. It is corrently plaartM that radia-

tctivities are in tion protection personnel will be supplied on a
f'rogress site basis during PDMS (Mode 4).

36. U35t Staff Qualifica- 6.3 I X X X

tions
*

37. Training 6.4 X X X X Training program requirement for Fire Brigade is
is deleted during PDMS (Mode 41

38. Technical Review and 6.5.1 I X X X

Control ,

39. Independent Review - 6.5.2.1 - X X X X

runction 6.5.2.7

40. Independent Safety 6.% 2.8 X X This specification will become effective open MRC !.
Reviewers (ISRs) approval of TSCR 60: the ISRs will perform similar

functions to SRG but are not a full-tim + dedicated
group.

41. Audits 6.5.3 X X X X The number of required audits are reduced during
PDMS (Mode 4).

42. Minimum Staffing 6.5.4 I X NRC approval of TSCR 60 will reduce the minimum
Requirements for the staf fing requirements by two (2) personnel in
5afety Review Group Mode 2 and delete the SRG ie Mode 3.
(SRG)

43. Reportable Events 6.6.1 X X X During PDMS (Mode 4). violation of Teth. Spec.
Action Statements will be incivded as part of the

'
,

annual report.

|
|

!
|

1
-
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T[CH. $PEC. CtmRENT POST- DEFUEtING AND POST-cu uELINGTECH. SPEC. TITtE NUPBERS STATUS DEFUELIPG FUEL SMIPMENT MONITORED STORAGE CONTMTS
'

EurrLETE fFims) TEEN Witi.
APPDeIX A TEEN. SPECS.

,

44. Precedures 6.8 1 X X X Reduced in scope for PDMS (Mode 4
45. Report Requirements 6.9 X' X X X

i 46. Record Retention 6.10 X X X X .
i *
. 47. Radiation Protection 6.11 X X X XT

Program
1

48. High Radiation Area 6.12 X X X X:

APPE9EIX B TECH. SPECS.<

{ l. Liquid Etfluents 2.1.1 X X X X Reduced la scope for PUNS (Mode 4).
2. Gaseous Effluents 2.1.2 ' X X X X Reduced in scope for PDMS (Mode 4)..

i 3. Radioactive Geseews 2.1.3 K X X
, Effluent Monitoring This sect. applies to the EPICOR !! ventilatlen
1 Instrumentation.

. system.
system monitor only whitta is not a PDMS (Mode 4)

4. Environmental 3.1 X X X
a

i Monitoring (Non-radle-
'

ation proposes to Continue this program.
Neither the POMS SAR nor the Environmental Evale-'

logical) Regwirements

5. Radielegical Environ- 3.2 X X X
Thevgh not part of the PONS (Mode 4) Tech. Specs.,mental Monitoring ' jProgram (REMP) this program will continue as discussed in Sect.

| Requirements * 3.5 of the PDMS Environmental Evaivation.

.

,

.
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Enclosure 5-
,

P
-

Lower Head Sampling Program

On March 1, 1990, the Vessel Inspection Program (VIP) sponsored by the NRC's

Of fice of Nuclear Regulatory (DECD) was completed. ' A total of 14 " boat" samples
Research and the Organization of Economic

Cooperation and Development
was obtained f rom the reactor vessel lower head. Three of these included the
base of the incore instrument penetrations (IIP). Additionally, 14 IIPs were
cut off 1.5-to 2 inches above the lower head and obtained as samles. Two
incore instrument guide tubes were cut free from the tiow distri)utor head as
samples.

The samples were ship)ed to Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) for analysis
and distribution to tie-sponsoring DECD nations. The staff expects preliminary - ;

results within the next severdi months.<
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